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RIZQ LCWU Ramadan Drives
I never look at masses as my

Rizq Youth Republic
aims to provide a platform for youth where they can
utilize

and

enhance

their

abilities

to

become

a

responsibility; I look at the individual. I

responsible citizen of the country. It focuses on nurturing

can only love one person at a time. I

compassion and empathy in youth and believe that with

can only feed one person at a time-

the support of youth we can fight Hunger and other social

Just one, One, One. -Mother Teresa

crisis.
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Empowering women of

#ISUBMIT and

Samanabad to become

#InsaanBanoYar Campaign

self-sustainable

Despite being the most charitable nation,

Women play a massive role in the building of

food insecurity is the burning issue

a community and their empowerment mean

impacting

strengthening of the nation. Rizq LCWU

According to surveys, more than 26

assisted NICE welfare society in empowering

million people are undernourished and

women. The team approached the faculty of

food insecure. RIZQ LCWU Society came

LCWU to participate in the donation process.

forward

Promotion of campaign on social platforms

incomprehensible

gave a boost to the fundraising process.

compelled us to surrender our intellect.
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The
committed attitude of Rizq LCWU society was the
driving force behind this campaign’s success as we
managed to donate total of 328 rations surpassing
the original target of 300. The results affirmed our
team’s commitment in eradicating hunger from
Pakistan.

Parental
Remarks

“

I am Kashaf zameer”, mother of
1

Syeda Sabahat Fatima. Working with

Iftaar Distribution

Rizq had a positive influence on my

Rizq team LCWU also donated 22 Iftaar

daughter’s character. She became

meals and actively participated in Iftaar

more confident and responsible

distributions at Johar Town Lahore, PIC

“

”

I am Fauzia Gull”, mother of Iffat

Abraiz. My daughter became more
socially perceptive after joining Rizq.
Her attitude towards food and its
value changed a lot. She became
more compassionate towards the
underprivileged community.
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”

Lahore, NICE welfare, Azhar Rehana
Foundation and Services Lahore.

Students Testimonials

“

during my time with Rizq I realized how

blessed I am and volunteering contributed
in my inner peace and this feeling of
contentment kept me going

”

- Nimra Sohail

Ration and Eidi distribution
among LCWU workers
The happiness gets multiplied when
shared with others. RIZQ LCWU society
included the guards and other worker
community of LCWU in sharing joy and
happiness of Ramadan by distributing
Eidi and Ration.

“

Rizq made me aware of the burning

issue of food wastage. I learned through
volunteering activities that Hunger is an
issue of justice. I realized the importance of
compassion and how crucial the role of
youth is in eradicating hunger

”

- Hifsa Moeen

“

Working with Rizq is an honor for me. The
devotion and professionalism
methodology of Rizq Volunteers is truly
remarkable, and the work ethics inspired
me to do better. Rizq brought a positive
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RIZQ Society LCWU with
4
Miss Shagufta Mughal and Dr. Asma Kazi.

change in my character

”

- Sabahat Fatima

